
Overlooking the majestic turquoise lagoon and surrounding (lush tropical gardens), 

the Kanuhura Spa is a hidden sanctuary of discovery and transformation for the mind, 

body and spirit. 

 

 

Maruhaba!  Warmest greetings from Kanuhura Spa! 

 

Enter to discover the gentle subtle scents and presence of orchids scattered all 

throughout the Kanuhura Spa.  Orchids traditionally have symbolized ‘beauty, luxury, 

and harmony’ throughout the ages.  Orchids also have a mystical healing ability to  

unblock and balance the chakra’s (energy centers) harmonizing and reconnecting 

both mind and body. The Kanuhura Spa embraces this philosophy into each spa  

experience to deliver pure relaxation, inner beauty, harmony and peace deep within.  

 

 

Our spa treatments are uniquely designed drawing inspiration from east and west. 

The wide ranges of spa treatments are available, from traditional Asian healing  

therapies to Holistic Ayurveda treatments or the therapies of western philosophy. All 

of our treatments are to focus to balance your physical and emotional well-being. 

Kanuhura spa uses two exquisite product ranges Tropical Spa and Cinq Mondes our 

exclusive Kanuhura Spa product range to enhance natural beauty, nurture the body 

and revive the soul. 
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Kanuhura Spa partnered with Cinq Mondes - Paris  

Beauty Rituals of the World 

After travelling the globe exploring the      

ancient beauty and wellness traditions, Cinq 

Mondes provided a selection of the best 

Beauty Rituals of the World.  

Founder of Dermapuncture 

Cinq Mondes spas have gathered a marvelous array of treatments and                              

ancient traditions, the “Beauty Rituals of the World”, the essence of quality,                    

authenticity and ceremony.  Cinq Mondes has been conducting its research into      

acupressure (Dermapuncture) and Phyto-Aromathrapy for 10 years in order to                

offer treatments that are efficient, authentic and natural.  

Natural Laboratory 

As a pioneer of petrochemical free formulas, Cinq Mondes has always favored               

organic ingredients that are both effective and sensory. Progress achieved in             

skincare research in recent years has enabled Cinq Mondes to offer products with 

Ecocert - Cosmebio certification. 

 Natural Laboratory Guide Lines 

 No Parabens 

 No Silicones 

    Ritual of China and Japan 

    Orient’s Ritual 

    Ritual of India 

    Ritual of Polynesia 

    Ritual of Brazil 
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Rituals 
 

 

A spa journey to take you to the world of escape. Perfect combination of well chosen 

treatments will definitely bring the maximum benefit to renew and revitalize your 

body & emotion. 
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Ayurveda Experience    
[2 Hours]  US$ 290 

 

Known as a “Science of Life”, an Ayurveda therapy stresses on the importance of 

balancing our vital energy.   
 

The treatment has designed to balance the doshas (body constitutions) through                   

a series of authentic Ayurvedic therapies. The rejuvenating experience starts with 

Champissage, a traditional head massage to increase the flow of Prana. Four-hand 

massage and Indian facial treatment are performed with herbal infused oil                       

according to your Dosha type followed by herbal bath. 

(Different consultation form is given to identify your Dosha type to maximize the 

benefit of this treatment) 

 

 

Javanese Lulur Ritual 
[1 Hour 30 Minutes] US$220 

 

The ritual symbolizes love and beauty. It comprises with Balinese massage with             

custom blended aromatherapy massage oil followed by a Javanese Lulur body 

cleanse for purity. A flower bath and moisturizing lotion is applied to complete the 

ritual. Enjoy the moment of bliss.   

 

 

Balinese Boreh Hot Spice Ritual 
[1 Hour 30 Minutes] US$220 

 

The Boreah wrap has been primarily used by rice growers in Bali to relieve chills, 

arthritis and muscular aches by its warming effect.   
 

The ritual starts with a Balinese body massage then Balinese Boreh spice paste is   

applied on your body to boost the circulation. A scalp and facial pressure point  

massage is performed while you are in the boreh wrap. Choose from moisturizing 

lotion or aloe vera gel to seal your skin hydration. 
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Rituals of the World 

Express Radiance Ritual 
[2 Days] US$ 380 

 

Take advantage of effective and natural beauty techniques for a blooming face and 

body in total harmony. 

 

Day 1  [1 Hour 30 Minutes]  
Smoothing Sublime Scrub with Natural Noni & Tahiti Monoi 

Soothing French-Polynesia Massage Ritual 
 

Day 2  [2 Hours] 
Bali Skin Renewal Facial 

Relaxing North African Massage 

 

 

Well-Being Ritual 
[3 Days] US$ 530 

 

Experience the tropical well-being traditions to relax and discover the harmony of 

Body and Spirit.  

 

Day 1  [1 Hours 40 Minutes] 

Phyto-Aroma Bath 

Refining Aromatic Scrub with precious and rare Spices 

Replenishing and Strengthening Body Treatment  

 

Day 2  [1 Hour 20 Minutes] 

Personalized Face Care Treatment 

Revitalizing & Lifting Leg Ritual 

 

Day 3  [50 Minutes] 

Soothing French-Polynesia Massage Ritual 
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Honeymoon Sweet Ritual 
[3 Days] US$ 1,120 for a couple 

 
Share, with total synergy, a genuine well-being and relaxation experience with the                 

Cinq Mondes treatments.  
 

Day 1  [1 Hour 20 Minutes] 

Refining Aromatic Scrub with precious and rare Spices 

Tonifying Indian Ayurvedic Massage Ritual 

 

Day 2  [2 Hours] 

Relaxing North African Massage Ritual 

“Ko Bi Do” Lifting and Plumping «Fountain of Youth» Facial 

 

Day 3  [1 Hour 30 Minutes] 

Revitalizing & Lifting Leg Ritual 

Pedicure 

 

Around-the-World Ritual 
[5 Days] US$ 1,050 

 

Discover a selection of the best treatments and massages from the world for a unique  

sensorial experience.  

 

Day 1 Orient’s Ritual       [2 Hours] 

Purifying & Exfoliating Scrub with Traditional Black Soap 

Purifying Detox Treatment with North African Rhassoul Poultice 

Relaxing North African Massage Ritual 

 

Day 2 Ritual of Indonesia      [2 Hours] 
Bali Flower Ritual Express Radiance Facial 

Balinese Massage  

  

Day 3 Ritual of India       [1 Hour 20 Minutes] 
Tonifying Indian Ayurvedic Massage 

Shirodhara 

 

Day 4 Ritual of Japan       [1 Hour 20 Minutes] 
Precious «Ko Bi Do» Global Anti –Age «Fountain of Youth» Facial 

Revitalizing & Lifting Leg Ritual 

 

Day 5 Ritual of Polynesia       [1 Hour 30 Minutes] 
Smoothing Sublime Scrub with Natural Noni & Tahiti Monoi 

Soothing French-Polynesia Massage Ritual 
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Ayurvedic Therapies 
 

 
Known as a ‘Science of Life” Ayurveda therapy stresses on the importance of         

balancing your vital energy. Each Traditional Ayurvedic Therapy has been carefully 

selected to bring a profound healing effect. 
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Shirodhara and Abhyanga Massage                                             
[80minutes] US$190 

 

A traditional Ayurvedic massage using rhythmic strokes. It helps to cleanse the body 

while also improving circulation and assist to reduce muscle tensions and fatigue. A 

deeply relaxing Shirodara follows where warm oil flows onto the Third Eye Chakra 

(Ajna) diffusing and melting stress and tension from the mind. According to your 

own Dosha (body constitution) from Ayurvedic consultation, the specific dosha oil 

will be chosen for your treatment to balance your vital energy.  

 

Shirodhara                                                                                    
[40minutes] US$130 

 

Shirodhara ‘Shiro’ meaning head and ‘dhara’ meaning flow in Sanskrit. This is one of 

the unique and a powerful Ayurvedic therapy that has many healing effects  

including improve sleep, memory, and sinusitis. Warm herbal oil blend gently flows 

onto the third eye and through the scalp which has a hypnotic effect on the mind, 

dissolving tension and releasing stress. You will experience a state-of-calm and 

peace as your scalp is gently massaged to conclude this extraordinary treatment

Khativasti                                                                                  
[50 minutes] US$130 

 

A powerful lower back treatment to alleviate chronic back pain. Medicated oil is 

held over the affected area followed by a therapeutic massage. This treatment  

lubricates the joints and spine and strengthens the surrounding muscles. A highly  

effective treatment for lower back complaints. 
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Body Treatments 
 
 

Our body treatments are designed to refine the skin through body exfoliation                

revealing the skin soft and supple or the body wraps to nourish the skin and  

improve circulation. 
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Scrub Selection from Cinq Mondes 

 

Refining Aromatic Scrub with precious and rare Spices  
[45 minutes] US$120 

 

Delight yourself in an ancestral ritual, inspired by a deeply rooted custom of body 

renewal from Java. With a fascinating earthy scent and a brilliant refining recipe  

featuring zesty spices and sea salts, you will awaken to a satin smooth skin and a 

stimulating sense of energy. 

 

Smoothing Sublime Scrub with Natural Noni & Tahiti Nomoi 
[45 minutes]  US$120 

 

A bliss-inducing ritual from the Polynesian Islands even for sensitive skin. This  

traditional preparation of Monoi made of macerated Tiare blossoms, raw sugar, 

ground coconut powder and Noni fruit will regenerate skin and renew the spirit. 

 

Purifying & Exfoliating Scrub with Traditional Black Soap 
[45 minutes] US$120 

 

Discover this body purification process inherited from the Oriental Hammam  

tradition. The North African Bledi black soap is an ancient recipe that deeply  

exfoliates while satisfying skin hunger for silkiness once applied with an authentic 

Kassa Mitt. 

(This Treatment is only given after the Hammam to optimize the benefits of Kassa mitt 

scrub) 

 

 

Kanuhura Spa – Our own creation 

 

Kanuhura Coconut and Sandalwood Scrub 
[45 minutes]  US$120 

 

Our local blend of coconut and sandalwood is used as a scrub to gently exfoliate, 

cleanse, soften and condition the skin. After showering, body lotion is applied to 

leave your skin feeling refreshed. Great for sensitive skin. 
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Body Wrap Selection from Cinq Mondes 

 

 

Purifying Detox Treatment with North African Rhassoul Poultice 
[70 minutes] US$ 240 

  

A purifying and detoxifying wrap, using a therapeutic recipe of North African              

Rhassoul Poultice. This natural Arabic clay promotes visible toning, silkiness and 

global detox to the skin. You feel transported to the magic universe of the Hammam. 

(This treatment is only given after the Hammam or the Purifying and Exfoliating 

Scrub with Traditional Black Soap)  

 

 

Replenishing and Strengthening Treatment Ritual   
[50 minutes]  US$ 145 

 

Treat yourself to a mesmerizing application of a refreshing, calming and revitalizing 

balm richly dosed in exotic plant oils. Winter like summer is both a perfect choice to 

gift your skin to this subtle balance of suppleness and softness. 

 

 

Kanuhura Spa – Our own creation 

 

Cooling Body Soother 
[50 minutes] US$120 

 

A natural cooling body mask of fresh aloe vera, cucumber and yoghurt. Soothing 

foot and scalp massage is performed while ingredients are penetrated into the skin. 

Aloe vera gel is applied to protect your skin after the shower. A perfect remedy for 

over-exposed sun skin. 
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Massages 
 
 

We have selected the best of Western and Asian therapeutic massage for ultimate 

results. Tropical aromatherapy oils are used to evoke your senses and support the 

benefits of treatments. 
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Maldivian Theyo Dhemun 
[1 hour 15 minutes] US$165 

 

A traditional Maldivian massage using exotic tropical scented oils. This unique        

massage combines short yet flowing strokes followed by an infused herbal           

compress on the back and shoulder area to increase blood circulation and release 

muscle tensions. Deep scalp massage is applied targeting pressure points.         

Certainly a treatment to remember.  

 

 

Balinese Massage 
[50 minutes for US$120] OR [1 hour 15 minutes for US$165]  

 

A traditional massage that continuously passed down from generation to generation 

in Indonesia. The perfect choice for relieving muscular tension and bring the          

balance back to one’s centre of energy. 

 

 

Manawa Massage 
[50 minutes for US$120] OR [1 hour 15 minutes for US$165]  

 

Derived from ancient Polynesian methods, this is essentially a deep tissue massage 

with pressure applied by hands and forearms in long sweeping strokes over the          

entire body. The treatment incorporates gentle stretching. 

 

 

Thai Massage 
[1 hour 15 minutes] US$165 

 

Traditional Thai massage using palms and thumbs to concentrate on the pressure 

points of the body to release the blockage of meridian lines. Incorporate with 

stretching to increase the mobilization. Non oil massage and light cotton clothes are 

provided for the massage. 

 

 

Aromastone Therapy 
[1 hour 30 minutes] US$175 

 

Warm volcanic pebbles are placed on key energy points on the body to evoke an 

aura of warmth while the stone massage penetrate the heat deeply to the muscle to 

release the tension and balance the emotions.  
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Relaxing North African Massage Ritual 
[50 minutes] US$145  
 

A genuine art of living massage that works on the entire body using delicately  

perfumed hot Argan oil. The expert hands of the massage therapist work on tender 

knots and tensions to eliminate toxins and muscle pains while promoting state of 

pure wellness. 
 

 

Slimming and Silhoueting Udvartana Indian Ritual  
[50 minutes] US$145 
 

A thousand-year-old Indian body slimming treatment that incorporates drainage 

techniques to help fight aqueous cellulite on the legs, hips and arms. This treatment 

is preceded by a warm body wrap to maximize detoxification and optimize the ben-

efits of a concoction of ginger and Lipocare® (a patented slimming active  

ingredient). 
 

 

Slimming and Firming Brazilian Ritual 
[50 minutes] US$145 

 

Inspired by a Brazilian ritual, this firming and contouring treatment combines  

caffeine, well-known as the most powerful slimming ingredient, with a unique  

massage and kneading technique to fight fatty cellulite on the legs, abdomen, hips 

and arms. This treatment is followed by a fresh, firming and purifying body wrap. 
 

 

Tonifying Indian Ayurvedic Massage 
[50 minutes] US$145 
 

This hot oil tonifying massage, from the millennia old Indian tradition, relies on a 

combination of invigorating strokes. Enjoy the vanilla and cardamom fragrances of 

this treatment that helps to relieve muscle, encourage sound sleep and leaves skin 

silky-soft. 
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Soothing French-Polynesia Massage Ritual 
[50 minutes]  US$145 
 

A body massage treatment inherited from the Polynesian healers and inspired by 

Lomi-Lomi, which uses deep pressure from the therapist’s forearms and long  

continuous movements. Tiare flower notes accompany you all along this blissful  

experience of instant relief. 

 

 

Reflex Zone Therapy 
[50 minutes] US$120 

 

This ancient therapeutic treatment is a powerful, yet gentle form of healing. The 

therapist will stimulate specific reflex zones by using various techniques on your feet 

to alleviate built-up toxins from your body. 
 

 

Revitalizing & Lifting Leg Ritual  
[25 minutes] US$75 

 

A moment entirely dedicated to relieve the pain of sore, tired, heavy leg and calf 

muscles. This reviving and draining massage takes its natural active ingredients 

from the Chinese Pharmacopoeia. Your legs enjoy an instant refreshing sensation 

and feel light and revitalized. 
 

 

Indian Head and Shoulder Massage 
[25 minutes] US$75 

 

An ancient technique focusing on the scalp, face, shoulders and upper back to  

invigorate and release stress. 
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Add On – to any spa service 
 

Foot Mask 

[15 minutes] US$35 
 

A warm foot mask to nourish and soften the foot includes foot massage. 

 

Hair Mask
[15 minutes] US$35 
 

Deeply repairing hair treatment to nourish and hydrate your hair. Enjoy the gentle 

scalp massage. 

 

Massage Extension
[15minutes] US$35 
 

Don’t want your spa treatment to end?  Add an additional 15 minute of massage to 

your treatment.  
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Facials 
 

 

After a personalized diagnosis, our face care-massage combine the efficiency of 

CINQ MONDES Dermapuncture – acupuncture without needles – with the perfor-

mance of natural phyto-aromatic products to smooth facial lines and relax the entire 

body. 
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Precious «Ko Bi Do» Global Anti-Age  

«Fountain of Youth» Facial 
[1 hour and 20 minutes] US$270 

 

This “global anti-aging” facial, manual anti-wrinnkle treatment from the Japanese 

“Ko Bi Do’ ritual paired with a regenerating mask, deeply works on wrinkles,  

firmness and dewy complexion and focuses on eye contour, lips, neckline and arms. 

Skin feels soft and youthful, and the spirit and mind very restful.  

 

 

«Ko Bi Do» Lifting and Plumping  

«Fountain of Youth» Facial 
[1 hour] US$210  

 

This Manual anti-wrinkle facial from the ancestral Japanese “Ko Bi Do Ritual” is  

associated with a unique anti-aging active complex. Enjoy this holistic approach to 

life and tonify your facial contours and effectively renew smooth and plump lines on 

the face and neckline. 

 

 

«Five Flower Ritual» Illuminescence Facial 
[1 hour] US$170 

 

Based on an ancestral Balinese ritual, this treatment includes a purifying deep pore 

cleansing and blends the extracts of five tropical flowers and a skin glowing  

patented ingredient, the Kombucha. A mesmerizing massage of the face, nape and 

shoulder muscle awakens skin vitality. 

 

 

«Bali Flowers Ritual» Express Facial 
[25 minutes] US$80 

 

Enjoy the delicate scents of the tropical flowers of this "express radiance" treatment, 

paired with a relaxing massage of the face, neck and scalp. Inspired by Balinese 

beauty rituals, discover the virtues of this treatment combining skin cleansing,  

well-being and beauty. 
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Especially for Hands and Feet 
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Kanuhura Manicure 
[60 minutes] US$65 

 

Kanuhura French Manicure 
[1 hour and 15 minutes] US$75 

 

A luxurious and relaxing hand massage with blended oils and a rich hand lotion will 

complete your manicure experience. Your nails will look and feel exquisite!  

Application of nail colour is optional. 

 

Kanuhura Pedicure  
[60 minutes] US$80 

 

Kanuhura French Pedicure  
[1 hour and 15 minutes] US$90 

 

A total make over for your feet and toe nails. Begin with a relaxing footbath of  

essential oils, and cleansing treatment with moisturising foot scrub. A special foot 

and leg lotion completes the pampering process. Application of nail colour is  

optional. 

 

 

Nail Reshape and Polish 
[20 minutes]   US$35 

 

French Nail Polish 
[30 minutes]   US$40 

 

Nail Art  

    Price from US$20  
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Hair Care 
  [Price from US$20] 

 

Hair Wash 

Hair Cut 
 

Blow Dry 
 

Hair Styling 
 

Hair Braiding 
 

 

Hair Rescue - Deep Conditioning 
[1 hour] US$45 

A treatment for dry and fizzy hair with scalp and shoulder massage  

 

Special Services 
 

 

Make-up application 
US$35

 

Indian Threading  
[Price from $15] 

 

Waxing  
[Price from US$25] 

 

Upper lip 

Under Arms 

Half Leg 

Full Leg 

Bikini Line  
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Kids Make-Over 

Hair Braiding (6 – 12 years of age) 

[Price from US$30] 

 

Kids Aroma Massage and Flower Bath 

[45 minutes] US$ 60 

 

 

Bath Ceremonies  
[25 minutes] Price from US$30 

 

Rejuvenate your body and soul in one of our aromatherapy bath in spa treatment 

room. Bathing Ceremony is also available in the privacy of your own villa with  

supplementary charge. 

  

Veyoge Absolute Flower Bath  

A beautiful and romantic bathing experience to scent and nourish the skin. The s 

pecial mixture of the tropical island floral oils rose, jasmine, lemon and vetiver are 

blended to encourage your romantic moments and bring a sense of relaxation. 

 

 

Exotic Kanuhura Flower Ritual 

This powerful synergy of geranium, nutmeg, sweet almond oil will awaken the sens-

es through the power of aromatherapy. This deeply relaxing flower bath warms and 

soothes the mind also to melt away your tension and relaxes the body. 

 

 

Enchanting Breeze Flower Experience 

This exclusive blending synergy of peppermint, spearmint, Sumatran andaliman and 

native ginger will gently uplift and delight your senses, especially for those who 

have just traveled for long hours. Increases stillness of the mind yet enlivens the  

energy throughout the body. 
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Spa Etiquette 
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Hours of Operation 

Spa and hydro facilities open daily from 8:00 am to 8:30 pm. First treatment  

appointment is available from 10:00 am. Gymnasium opens from 7:30 am to 8:30 pm. 

Spa Comfort 

 

To maintain a peaceful spa environment to all our spa guests, we respectfully  

request that all spa guests keep noise to a minimum and the use of mobile phones 

and other electrical devices are discouraged. Smoking is prohibited throughout the 

spa premises. 

 

Age Requirement 
 

The minimum age requirement for Spa is 16 years and over. However, we have  

selected children’s service available with parents consent. 
 

Booking 
 

We highly recommend booking your treatment in advance to ensure that your  

preferred time and service is available, particularly if you choose to enjoy multiple 

bookings during your stay.   

 

For scheduling appointments or for further information, please contact us by  

pressing the spa button from your villa. 

 

Special Consideration 
 

Please notify us if you are receiving any professional health treatment, are pregnant 

or have any medical complications. This will enable us to assist you in choosing the 

suitable treatment. 

 

Cancellation Policy 

 

Please allow at least three hours notice for cancellation or rescheduling of your  

reserved treatments. Any cancellations with less than three hours notice of the 

scheduled appointment time will incur a 100% cancellation charge. If appointments 

are reserved prior to the arrival at the resort, the spa cancellation policy follows that 

of your resort reservation.  
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Spa Arrival 

 

Please arrive at the spa reception at least 30 minutes prior to your first scheduled  

appointment. This allows us time for a consultation and to understand any concerns 

you may have. You will then have time to check in and enjoy the hydrotherapy  

facilities prior to your treatment. 

 
If ever your time would be limited before your treatment, please be informed that a 

late arrival will deprive you of your treatment time. As a courtesy to the next guest, 

your appointment will end as originally scheduled should you arrive late.  

 

As your treatment continues to benefit both body and mind, we invite you to rest and 

recuperate in our comfortable relaxation lounge. Lay down to relax and embody 

your experience. Stay for as long or as little as you like.  

 

Spa Attire 

 

Spa attire and a locker for your personal belongings will be provided to you to your 

comfort.   
 
 

Facial Treatment 

 

We recommend guests receiving facial to remove their contact lenses and to bring 

personal case for storage. For male guests who receive facial are not recommended 

to shave prior to facial treatment. 

 

Loss or Damage 

 

A locker will be provided to keep your personal articles. However it is  

recommended all valuables are left in your room safe. The management and staff  

accept no responsibility for any loss or damage of valuables or personal articles 

while in the spa premises.  
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